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INTRODUCTION 
SUPPOSE S is a finite simply connected C W complex so that, in particular, each Xi(S) is the 
direct product of finitely many copies of Z with a finite abelian group. Call an interval [k, 11 
a torsion gap for S if: (1) n,(S) and xl(S) both contain copies of Z, and (2) each xi(S) 
(k<i<l) is finite. 
Torsion gaps do occur-for example the groups ni(Sk v Sk) are infinite precisely when 
i = k mod (k - 1). However, all the known examples [k, l] of torsion gaps satisfy 
I-k<sup{iJH,(S;Q)#O), 
and in 1980 Felix conjectured that this inequality should always hold. 
Let us adopt the notation n, = sup {i/ H,(S ; Q) # 0} and call [k, 11 a long torsion gap for S 
if it is a torsion gap satisfying I-k 2 ns. Then Felix’s conjecture reads 
Conjecture (Y. Felix). A finite simply connected C W complex has no long torsion gaps. 
Now in 1980 Felix and I already had the results of [3] and knew that if [k, l] was a long 
torsion gap for S then Gottlieb’s evaluation group ([7]), Gk(SO), was all of nk(SQ). Since in 
[3] we also showed that 
Cdim G,(SQ)lcat (&)lcat (S) 
k 
(cat = Lasternik-Schnirelmann category), it followed that S had at most cat (S) long torsion 
gaps. However, we had no way of limiting the location, or length of these gaps, let alone of 
proving their non-existence. 
In this paper the location and length of long torsion gaps is limited with 
THEOREM A. Let S be a finite simply connected CW complex, and write m =cat S, 
n=n, and N=max{4(n- 1)*m3, 2”(n- 1)m). Then any long torsion gap, [k, 11, satisfies 
COROLLARY. Either q(S) is jnite 
i E [k-n - 2, k] with n,(S) injnite. 
,for i 2 2n, or else for any k> N, there is some 
There is, moreover, one case where the full conjecture can be proved: 
tPartially supported by a NATO grant. 
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THEOREM B. Let S be apnite simply connected CW complex such that H,,,(S;Q)=O. 
Then S has no long torsion gaps. 
There is a more precise version: 
THEOREM C. Let S be as in Theorem I3 and write n = n,. Then either n,(S) isjnitefor i 2 2n 
(in which case H* (S; Q) is th e quotient o/‘a polynomial algebra by a regular sequence) or else 
for each k 2 2: 
(i) n,(S) is injnite for some i E [k, k + n - 23. 
(ii) n,,(S) is infinite for some 2i E [k, k + 2n - 31. 
The proof of Theorem A has three ingredients: 
l The notion of semi Gottlieb groups SC, (containing G4) and the inequality 
&. dim SG,(So)lcat (So). 
l The observation that if [k, l] is a long torsion gap then 
k 
7t,(SQ)=SG,(S,), 2+ 1 <qlk. 
l A corollary of a theorem of Ginsberg, which can be used to bound 1 in terms of k and 
cat So when [k, l] is a torsion gap. 
These three ingredients are provided, respectively, in $1, 2 and 3. The actual proof of 
Theorem A is in $4. The proof of Theorems B and C is more subtle. It is given in 96 after 
some preliminary technology established in $5. 
Throughout we work with Sullivan’s minimal models-for which [12], [2] or [S] are 
standard references. A good summary is given in [3 ;gl] and we shall use the notation 
established there. All vector spaces will be defined over Q. 
1. Semi-Gottlieb elements. Let (AX, d) be a minimal model (X=X”). For each 4, 
(AXs4, d) is a sub-model and the quotient (AX “, J) = Q @ Ax5q AX is also a minimal 
model. 
A Gottlieb element of degree 4 for (AX, d) is a linear functionf:X4+Q which extends to a 
derivation of (AX, d). These elements form a graded subspace G,(AX, d)c Hom(X ; a). 
When (AX, d) is the minimal model of a l-connected space, S, then the identification 
n,(So)= Horn (X; Q) identifies G,(AX, d) with Gottlieb’s evaluation groups for 
So+f. [3]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose feG,(AX.d) and XEX~ ,satisf\* f(x)=1 and dx=O. Then 
(AX, d)z(Ax, 0) @ (AY, d). 
ProojI Let 8 be the extension ofj‘to a derivation of (AX, d). Suppose 4 is odd. Then 
define Y to be the image of X under the linear map UHU -x - e(u). The inclusions x, 
YGAX extend to an isomorphism of algebras Ax @ A YZAX, and we need to show 
that A Y is d-stable. 
But for y E Y, 8y = x A R, some R E AX. Thus also 0y = x @ @, some CD E A Y. In particu- 
lar, writing dy = x 0 0, + m2 ( Oi E A Y) we have 
~,,+.uO~D,=Bd~‘=-de~=.\-r\d~. 
It follows that CD, =O; i.e. dyE AY. This shows AY is d-stable. 
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Next suppose q is even. An endomorphism of the DGA (AX, d) is given by 
4:@t+ f (-l)p,,!xpBp(@), OEAY. Set Y=$(X). Clearly +x=0, and (#--id)@ExAX. It 
p=o 
follows that Im4=AY and AX=Ax @ AY. Since AY=lmd, it is d-stable. n 
We need the following mild generalization (which appears to correspond to Andrk’s 
special variables [l] in the case of local rings) of Gottlieb elements. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let (AX, d) be a simply connected minimal model of finite type. Then 
the graded space SG,(AX, d) of semi Gottlieb elements is defined by 
sG,(AX,d)=G,(Q @,,x<qAX, 6) 
Recall ([3; Theorem 4.71) that the category of the minimal model (AX, d) is the least m 
such that (AX, d) is a retract of a model (AX @ A Y, d&AX/,>,,, d) of the projection 
(AX, d)+(AXI,,>,,, d). Generalizing [3; Corollary 6.123 we need the 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Assume cat (AX, d) 5 m < co. Then SG, (AX, d) is concentrated in odd 
degrees and 
Fdim SG,(AX, d)<m. 
i’f Xi # 0 for injinitely many i then this inequality is strict. 
Proof: Supposef, ,f2, . . . , 1; is a sequence of linearly independent elements in SC, with 
degf,<degf,< . . . . Put q =degf, and consider the quotient model (AXzq, 6). By defini- 
tion fi EGJAX”~, (r,. Choose x1 eXq so thatf,(x,)= 1; clearly h, =O. 
Now Lemma 1.1 implies that (AXzq, J) ~(Ax,, 0) @ (A Y, d’). It is easy to see that 
f *. * 7 f define linearly independent elements of SC, (A Y, 4. Thus an induction argument I 
i;ves a quotient model of (AX, d) of the form (A(xl, . . . , xr), O)@ (AZ, rl) with 
deg Xi = degf,‘, and Zj= Xj for large j. 
By [3; Theorem 5.11 any quotient model of (AX, d) has category sm. This implies that 
the product of any m + 1 cohomology classes of positive degree is zero. Thus, each deg xi is 
odd, and r Irn with strict inequality when Z # 0. n 
2. Gaps and SC,. Let (AX, d) be a minimal model as in 01. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume thar H’(AX) =O, i > n and that for some k :Xj=O, 
k+l<j<k+n-1. Then 
SGJAX, d)=Hom(Xq;Q), 
k 
z+ 1 Iqlk. 
Proof: The augmentation AX+Q has a minimal model of the form (AX 0 AR, d)?Q 
in which the differential in the quotient model Q @,,x (AX @ A_%?)= AR is zero-cf. [IO]. 
Thus for QE(AX)‘, 
d@E[(AX)+ @AX]‘+‘cAXO(A8)“. 
In other words, each AX 0 (AZ)Sr is a sub (AX, d) differential module of AX @ AR. 
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Next we show that 
(2.2) jgj(Axg(AR)sr)= y’l i 
t’ jco 
if 1 Sjlr+ 1 or if j>r+n. 
Indeed the inclusion AX @ (AR)“’ -+AX 0 AX is an isomorphism in degrees <r and 
injective in degree r + 1. The same is then true for the induced map in cohomology, whence 
H”(AX @(AX)-“)=Q.l and Nj(AX @(AX)5’)=0, 1 <jlr+ 1. 
Moreover, it follows from the construction of AX @ Ax that (AX)” is the increasing 
union of subspaces F,,, p 2 0 such that d( 1 OF,) c AX @ F,_ 1. Filtering by the FP gives a 
convergent spectral sequence with El-term H(AX) 0 (AX)5’. Since Hj(AX)=O, j> n it 
follows that H j( AX 0 (AX)“) = 0, j > n + r. This completes the proof of (2.2). 
Now choose q so that i+ 12 q I k and set r = k- q. FixfE Hom(X4 ; Cl). We shall extend 
f to a derivation from the algebra AX to the AX-module AX @ (AX)“‘, such that 
(2.3) Bd-(- 1)4d0=0. 
It is of course sufficient to define 8 on X and then to verify that (2.3) holds when applied to 
elements of X. 
Set 8 = 0 in X <4 and 19 =f in X4. Suppose 8 has been defined in X cp. If p I k - 1 (resp., 
p>k+n--1) then for XEX”+’ 8(dx) is a cocycle in [AX @(A~)5’]p+2-q with 
O<p+2-q<r+l (resp. p+2-q>r+n+l). Thus by (2.2) Qfx) is a coboundary in 
AX @ (A8)a’, and so we can extend 8 to Xp+ ’ so as to satisfy (2.3). On the other hand, if 
k<p<k+n--1 then Xp+’ is zero by hypothesis, and the extension of 0 is trivially possible. 
Finally, note that 
as (AX, Q-modules. Thus the augmentation (AX 5’+ ’ ) 0 (AZ)b’-+Q together with the 
projection AX-rQ 0 ,,xs’+l AX define a module morphism 
x:AX @(AX)s’+AXZ’+2. 
Evidently nt9 is a derivation in the quotient model (AX 2 ‘+ 2, a). Since 5 + 15 q we have 
k-q+21q; i.e., r+2sq. Now d is zero in Xi, r+2li<q, and so it factors to give a 
derivation of (AXZq, 6). By construction this extendsf: SincefeHom (X4; CP) was arbitrary, 
this completes the proof. n 
3. The Ginsberg theorem. Let (AX, d) be a minimal model as in $1. Filtering by the powers 
AZPX of the maximal ideal produces a spectral sequence-the Milnor-Moore spectral 
sequence-converging to H( AX). 
In [6] Ginsberg showed that the Milnor-Moore spectral sequence for space of L.-S. 
category I m satisfied 
E ,,+I =E,. 
In [S] Ganea gives a homotopy-theoretic proof of this result, and his argument transcribes 
verbatim to minimal models to give 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose cat (AX, d) 5 m. Then in the Milnor-Moore spectral 
sequence for (AX, d): E, + 1 = E,. In particular ifx~X satisjies: dxEAZm+‘X thenfor some 
Q,EA~‘X, 
d(x+Q,)=O. 
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4. Limiting long gaps. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (AX, d) be a minimal model (X = X r ’ ) such that Hi (AX) = 0, i > n, and 
let m(<n) be the category of(AX, d). Put N=max {4(n- 1)‘m3, 2”(n- 1)m). Then either 
(i) Xi = 0, i 22n, 
or else 
(ii) For each k 2 N there is some i E [k -n + 2, k] such that Xi # 0. 
Remark 4.2. Theorem A of the Introduction and its corollary follow at once from 
Theorem 4.1, applied to the minimal model of the C W complex S. 
Proofof4.1. Suppose that Xi=0 except for finitely many i. Then, as is shown in [4], X is 
finite dimensional and Xi = 0, i 2 2n. 
Suppose that X’#O for infinitely many i. As in the Introduction call an interval [k, l] a 
gapifXk#O, X’fO but X’=O, k<i<l, and call it a long gap ifl-k2n. By Proposition 2.1, 
if [k, l] is a long gap then SG,(AX, d) = Horn (X” ; Q) #O. Since by Proposition 1.3, 
1 dim SC& AX, d) I m, there are at most m long gaps. 
4 
Let r, p, q, s, t be the integers defined as follows: 
[s, t] is the last long gap; 
r is the greatest integer <s such that SG,#Hom (X’; Q)--if no such integer exists we 
put r=O; 
(iii) [p, q] is the first long gap such that p>r. 
By construction, SGi = Horn (Xi; Q), r + 1 <i IS. Thus if we set 
a= f dimX’ and b = i dim Xi, 
i=r+1 i=q 
then by Proposition 1.3, a + b < m. 
Let xi,..., xb be a basis of i Xi with deg xi<degxi+l. If, for some i and some 
i=q 
@EAX’*, d(x,+Q)=O then by Lemma 1.1, 
(AX,d)z(Axi,O)@(AY,d). 
Thus cat (A Y, d) < cat (AX, d) and H’( A Y) = 0,j > n - deg Xi. In particular, the long gaps of 
(AX, d) produce long gaps for (A Y, d) and the theorem follows by induction on n. 
Thus we may suppose d(xi+Q) #O for 1 <is b and for all (DEA”~X. We may also 
suppose dx,~lZ(X ‘p 0 (x,, . , xi- 1)) and Proposition 3.1 implies that dx, has a non- 
i-l 
trivial component in Asm+’ X. This can have degree at most (m-i+2)p+ 1 deg xj; i.e. 
j=l 
i-l 
degxi<(m-i+2)p+ c degxj, 1 <ilb. 
j=l 
An induction then shows that 
degxi12’-’ (mp- l)+p, 1 li<b. 
Now if t I n there is nothing to prove. Otherwise we choose 0 #x E X’ and note that for 
no @E A 5 2X is x + @ a cocycle. As above it follows that 
(4.3) t=degx<2*(mp- l)+p< 
mp2 if 2*Ip 
2*mp if 2*2p. 
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On the other hand, by Proposition 2.1, r < 5 + 1. Moreover, since there are no long gaps 
between r and p, we have r + (n - 1)a 2 p. Thus 
(4.4) p<2(n- 1) (a+ 1). 
Combining (4.3) and (4.4) with the fact that a+ b<m yields 
t smax {4(n- 1)2m3, 2”(n- l)ml, 
and the proof of the theorem is complete. w 
5. A little technology. The proofs of Theorems B and C require a little more minimal model 
technology, which we develop here. We begin with some terminology and conventions. 
In a minimal model (AX, d) any element (Ds(hX)+ has the form cD=x+V, XEX, 
‘I’ EA”X. We call x the linear part of a. Suppose that the linear parts, xi, of elements mi 
form a basis of X. Then the Qi are a basis of a subspace X’ c AX, and AX = AX’. We call 
this process of replacing X by X’ : “ rechoosing the generating space X “. 
We also adopt the conuention that whenever a minimal model is written in the form 
AX,@ . . . @AX, then each AX,@... @ AXi is a submodel. (In particular, if 
AX @ AY is a minimal model and we rechoose Y we put the model into the form 
AX @ A Y’.) 
A special case of this convention is a minimal model of the form (AQ @ AP, d) in which 
Q=Q"'" and P=Podd are finite dimensional and d(Q)=0 and d(P)c AQ. These are the 
pure towers of [9] and their cohomology has a second grading H = 0 Hj induced from the 
grading (AQ Q AP), = AQ 0 A’P. 
In particular H,=AQ/d(P). AQ and the projection II: AQ+H, extends to a DGA 
morphism 7c 0 id(AQ 0 AP, d)+(H, 0 AP, 0). We shall need the 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let (AQ@AP,d) be a pure tower with cohomology, H, and suppose 
H+#O. Then 
(i) If k is the least degree such that H: #O then H: = Ht. In particular, k is odd. 
(ii) The map H,(n @id): H,+H, 0 P is non-zero. 
Proof (i) Write P=P’ @ (x), and let pi denote multiplication in H,(AQ @ AP’, d) by the 
class [dx]. There are classical isomorphisms of graded vector spaces 
Hig(kerpi_, @x)@Cokerpi, i21 
and (i) follows from this via an induction on dim P. 
(ii) We suppose HI (n 0 id)=0 and deduce that H + =O. Extend the pure tower to a 
minimal model (AX, d) for H,. Then (cf. [ 11, $31 X will carry a lower grading: X = CjzoXj 
with d homogeneous of lower degree - 1, and X, = Q and X 1 = P. 
Letf: P’+Q be any linear function and extend it by zero to Q and the rest of P. This 
defines a derivation, 8, of (AQ @ AP, d) of lower degree - 1. We wish (as in Proposition 2.1) 
to extend it to a derivation of (AX, d). Since H( AX, d) = H, and 0 and d have degree - 1, 
the obstructions can only occur for elements .v E X,. 
For such y, dy = C@, @ xi is a cocycle in AQ @ P and hence by hypothesis C [@i] 0 Xi is 
zero in H, @ P. Choosing the xi linearly independent we find that each [pi] =O; and hence 
8dy=Zf(xi)ai is a coboundary. Thus we may extend 0 to X, and then to all of (AX, d). 
Now it follows from Lemma 1.1 that the quotient model Qp 0 &AX, d)= 
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(AP @ AX,,, 6) satisfies: 
(5.2) 
Next, extend (AX, d) to a DGA (AX 0 AU, d) by requiring d: U+Q. The elements of U 
then have odd degree, and lower degree 1. There are standard isomorphisms 
(5.3) H(APO AX,,, 6)~H(AXOAU,d)~H(H,OAU), 
where the differential in H, @ AU is zero in H, and maps u to [du], UE U. Since H, 0 AU is 
a finitely generated H,-module the same is true for H(H, @ AU). But Hz maps to zero in 
H(H, 0 AU), and so H(H, @ AU) is finite dimensional. Hence by (5.3) and (5.2) so is 
H(AX,,, 6). 
In particular, there is a maximum n, such that H,I(AX,,,z)#O. Let n, be the 
maximum such that H,,(AQ @ AP, d) ~0. A spectral sequence corner argument then shows 
that H,, +nr (AX,d)#O. But H(AX,d)=H,. Thus n,=n,=Oand H+=O. n 
We shall also need the following “reduction lemma”. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let (AZ @ AY, d) be a minimal model such that 
(i) Y is jinite dimensional and concentrated in odd degrees <p (p odd). 
(ii) Hodd(AZ @ AY) is concentrated in degrees >p. 
Then by rechoosing Y we can arrange that d( Y)c AZ. 
Proof Choose a basis y,, . ,y, of Y such that dyiEAZ@A(y,, . . . , Y~-~) and 
denote the models AZ 0 A(y,, . . . , vi) by A(i), 0 -< i I m. Let cli be the least odd integer (or 
co) such that H”(A(i))#O. Let pi denote multiplication in H(A(i- 1)) by the class [d~i]. 
Since Zm(H(A(i- I))-+H(A(i))) is exactly Coker hi, it follows that H’i-I(A(i- 1)) 
embeds in Hat-‘(A(i)) and hence that +I >a,. In particular (by (ii)), ai>p, each i. 
Now assume dJljE AZ (I <,j<s) and dJs,E ,4(i), some i<s. Write dys=@ @ yi + ‘I”, a,, 
YEA(i-1).ThenQ,isanoddcocycleinA(i-1)ofdegreeIdegy,Ip<cri_,.Thus~=dR, 
RsA(i-- I) and d(yS-R @ yi)eA(i- 1). An obvious induction finishes the proof. n 
6. THEOREMS B and C. These are consequences of the following 
THEOREM 6.1. Let (AX. d) be a minimal model (X=X”) such that H(AX) is jnite 
dimensional (concentrated in degrees <_n) and Hodd (AX) = 0. There are then only two 
possibilities: 
(a) Xi =O, i 2 2n. and H(AX) is the quotient c$ a polynomial algebra by a regular sequence. 
(b) For each k22, X’ZO, so& iE[k, k+n-21 and X2’#0, some 2iE[k, k+2n-31. 
In either case $X”, X’ are non:ero and X’=O, k<i<l, then 1 -kin-1. 
Remark 6.2. For the proof of Theorem 6.1 it suffices to consider the case Xi #O for 
infinitely many i. Indeed otherwise X is finite dimensional and, (143) X’=O, i> 2n. The final 
assertion of the theorem follows now (in this case) from [9; Theorem S] while the rest of (a) is 
immediate from [9; Theorems 2 and 51. 
Proof of Theorem 6. I. Step 1: [f X2’ = 0, 2i > K, then for some M, X = X 5 M. 
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Proof: An inductive argument using Lemma 5.4 shows that we can rechoose each Xj, 
j>K so that d(Xj)cAXsK. For j>(n+2)K, d(Xj)cA’“+2X. Since n>cat(AX,d), 
Proposition 3.1 implies XjcA”2X+kerd. Since ImdcAz2X and Hj(AX, d)=O(j>n) it 
follows that Xj=O,j>(n+2)N. n 
Note that if X = X s M the theorem is true by Remark 6.2. Thus we assume henceforth 
that X”‘” is non-zero in infinitely many degrees. 
Step 2: Rechoose X so the linear part of a cocycle is always a cocycle and denote the 
space of linear cocycles by Q: it is finite dimensional and evenly graded. Write AX 
= AQ @AZ. Define even integers q and r and an odd integer p as follows: q is the maximum 
degree such that Qq #O; r is the least even integer such that Z’ZO; p is the largest integer <r 
such that ZJ’ # 0. Thus (AX, d) = ( AQ @ AP @ AZ z r, d) with P concentrated in odd degrees 
I p and Pp # 0. By Lemma 5.4 we may assume d(P) c AQ. 
Step 3: The integers p, q, r satisfy p<q+n-1 and r<p+n-1. 
Proof: Choose x E Pp. Then dx = ICyimi(y, E Q, pi E A+ Q). If each @[=dRi (in AX) then 
x- Cy,R, is a cocycle. By Step 2 its linear part, x, is in Qodd which is absurd. Thus for some 
G+, deg$<n and SO p<degyi+n-lIq+n-1. 
Choose z E Z’. If dz represents zero in H(AQ @ AP) then for some RE AQ @ AP, 
d(z+R)=O. This leads to a linear cocycle not in Q, which is impossible. It follows that 
H’“(AQ @ AP)#O. Since r+ 1 is odd it must be the least odd integer for which 
H’+ ‘(AQ @ AP)#O. Since AQ @ AP is a pure tower (Step 2) it follows from Prop- 
osition 5.1 that r<p+n- 1. 
Step 4. Suppose r I s < t are even integers (r as dejned in Step 2) such that Z” # 0, Z’ # 0 
and Z 2i = 0, s < 2i < t. Then 
t-s12n-2. 
1-l 
Proof: Write Q @ X <’ = W @ (z) with z E Z” and denote c Z’ by Y. Then (AX, d) = 
i=z+l 
(AW@Az@AY@AZ”,d). By Lemma 5.4 we may suppose d(Y)cAW@Az. We shall 
now show that in fact d(Y) is contained in the ideal I generated by W in A W @ AZ. 
Indeed let 8 be the derivation in (A W @I Az, d) defined by 19( W) = 0 and Bz = 1. For y E Y, 
dy = Lzk + a’, 0 E I. Since 6 preserves I we can apply it (k - 1) times to dy to obtain a cocycle 
of the form i.k! z + Y, Y E I. The linear part of this cocycle must vanish (cf. Step 2) and so 
1. = 0; i.e. dy E I. 
Let O,, . . , OLeZ be cocycles representing a basis of Im(H(I)+H(AX)) and define a 
(AX, d) differential module (AX @ M, d) as follows: M has a basis { 1, m,, . . . , m,}; 
d(l)=O; d(mi) = Qi. Suppose we could extend 19 to a derivation from (AX, d) to 
(AX @ M, d). Dividing by I @ M and by AX @ M + we would obtain a derivation of the 
quotient model (AZ @ AZ’“. 6) sending 2 to 1, and this would contradict Proposition 1.3. 
On the other hand, we may extend 0 to Y because d(Y)cl and H(I) vanishes in 
H(AX @ M). Thus as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, there is some k2 t such that we can 
extend 0 up to AX <’ but not to X’. In other words, for some x E Xk, 0dx represents a 
nontrivial element in H(AX @ M). But M = M cn- ’ and so 
H(AX @ M)=H’2”-‘(AX @ M), 
whence kss+2n-2. Since t<k we have t-s12n-2. n 
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Step 5: Let s < t be as in Step 4. Suppose j, k are any integers such that s 5 j < k 5 t, Z j # 0, 
Z”#O, and, Z’=O, j<i<k. Then 
k-j<n- 1. 
ProoJ: Let I be the ideal of Step 4 and 8 the derivation of (AQ 0 AZ”, d) defined there. 
Consider a (AX, d) module of the form (AX @ V, d) where V has a basis 1, t’r , . . . , c,. 
d( 1) = 0 and dui E I represents a basis of Im(H 2j-s+ ’ (Z)-+H’j-S+ ‘(AX)). 
As in Step 4 we cannot extend 13 to a derivation from (AX, d) to (AX @ V, d), whereas 
such an extension is trivially possible in (AX s! d). Since V is concentrated in degrees 
<j-s, H(AX 0 V) is concentrated in degrees 5 n +j-s. The obstruction to extending 8 
therefore occurs in some Z’ with j<i<j+n- 1. Thus k_<n-1 +j. H 
Observe that with Step 5, the proof of Theorem 6.1 is complete. 
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